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Section A: Composition

1 Choose two topics from the list below and write compositions in Thai of about 150 words on each.

(a) Our health depends on the food we eat. Do you agree and why?

(b) Write a letter to the school student welfare department asking for funding on your project to
help students get better access to online information.

(c) Give an account of the last student art exhibition you attended.

(d) Describe the scene at a monk’s ordination.

(e) Write a dialogue between two friends discussing recycling in everyday life.
[25x2]
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Section B: Translation

2 Translate the following passage into English:

[10]

3 Translate the following passage into Thai.

It is a practice among rural communities to place gold leaf on the wooden support poles of
elevated Thai houses. This is done to pacify female spirits inhabiting the wood and hence
strengthen it. Gold leaf is also put on parts of boats and other means of transport to worship
another female spirit, who guards over people on the move. One could mention numerous other
such examples. 

Buddha statues from the Sukhothai period have been discovered with gold leaf on them and some
historians claim the custom of covering images with gold came from India prior to the birth of
Sukhothai. Others are of the opinion that Chinese immigrants introduced the practice later, during
the 14th century.

[20]
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Section C: Reading Comprehension

Do not translate the passage below. Read the passage carefully and answer, in Thai and in your own
words, questions 4–7 that follow.
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4 [5]

5

[5]

6

[5]

7 [5]
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